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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SCIENCE AND
RELIGION: A BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE

AKANDE L.B

Introduction

9"oday, science and religion should not be seen as two
opposing factors. The duo have been realized to
complement one another for man's sustenance. What

then are Science and Religion? Science to a scientist is an intellectual
activity through which man seeks to understand nature: To a layman,
science is more or less everything that has made life more comfortable to
man. But Abdullahi defines it as "activities culminating into a testable,
falsifiable and verifiable body of knowledge"!

In this respect, science to this writer, either applied or technological
involving data application, principles and theories of different fields of
science for the simple reasons of supplying answt;rs or solutions to man's
problems.

Religion on the other hand, though, a difficult task to define
because different people perceive it in a different way. Thus, it could be
defined from sociological, philosophical, psychological or theological
approach. But in whatever approach it may be defined, all the definitions
must recognize and appreciate the presence of Divine or Supernatural
being higher than man, which is the subject of worship. Hence, religion
from our point of view will be defined as one's understanding,
reverencing and obedience to a Supreme Being. In another way, " it is the
divine guidance for humility"]

From the two definitions, it could be said that science is a human
venture, while religion is God-given. In the same way, the word "science"
is synonymous with "knowledge". The word "knowledge" is equally used
in the scripture in connection with the tree of knowledge in Genesis 2:9.

However, from the above, one can say that, most discoveries in
science are embedded in the Holy Scripture; as such, the two disciplines
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must respect one another and take cognizance of the benefits or
contributions one can offer the other as rightly opined by Moris that:

Every Bible believing Christian goes to the Bible for his
basic orientation in all department of truth. The Bible is
his textbook of science as well as his guide to spiritual
truth.

Most fundamental and important knowledge relating to sciences are
revealed in the scripture years ago, but only recently discovered and
acknowledged by modem science. Examples could be cited from
Hebrew's 1:2,3.

Interactions of Sciences and Religion: A Biblical Perspective

Fundamentally. religion and science are very harmonious. They
are. In fact identical roads to truth. To St. Thomas, both stem from God
and so there could be no contradiction between them. The Bible supplies
the necessary basic framework for science. providing clues to basic truths
of major and specific disciplines in science. To this assertion, White
contends that science inevitably contributed to the health of religion'"

Galileo, a theist has great respect for his religious convictions and
his scienti fic ideals, because to him, God is the author of both the book of
nature and the book of scripture". In their own views, Newton and his
followers gave a mechanical understanding of the universe. From their
Newtonian points, the universe is likened to a complicated machine,
which to him is created by God, who is also seeing in his continued role
giving equilibrium to the solar system. safe guarding it from
perturbations. In Newton's words:

This most beautiful system of the sun, planet and comets
could only proceed from the counsel and dominion of an
intelligent and powerful being"

However, from the aforementioned, it could be deduced that,
these scientists were clearly pointing out the fact that their main interest
and motivation for scientific matters was access to god's wonderful
handiwork. To this Leibitz says: "it is especially in science that we see the
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wonders of God, hi powers. wisdom and goodness. That is why, since
my youth. I have given myself to the science that I loved":

At this juncture. let us con ider orne pecific disciplines that got
their clues to baSIC truths from the scripture. Those are' clear mdrcauons
that the Bible provides the necessary ba ic framework for science.

In the area of "astronomy" for instance. the Holy Scripture
explicitly emphasize. the infinite size and variety of the physical universe,
which is perhap the most striking fact of modem astronomy. From Isaiah
55:9, we have a comparison of the vastness of the heavens to the vastness
of the thoughts of God (Jeremiah 33:22) among other passages point to
the numerous nature of the stars that man cannot number. While I Cor.
15:41 talks of a one star different from another star in glory". To thi
effect. modem astronomers today are gearing their efforts to the study and
cataloguing of the so numerous different types of stars",

The basic principle of modem "meteorology" is embedded in the
circulation of the atmosphere. Ecclesiastes 1:6 POInt to this fact. It says of
the circuit of the wind ", for all practical purpose as synonymous term.
While Isaiah 40:12, stressed the very precise proportions of the different
components and motions of the atmosphere. A hnle bit further to I aiah
40:22, gives the picture of the atmospheric condition of heavens with its
terrestrial blanket which enables the earth to be inhabitable retaining the
heat, spreading the light from the sum, as well as supplying the air we
breathe in. The verse says that, God has "stretched out the heavens as a
curtain spreading them out as a tent to dwell in ,,9

For hydrology as a discipline. it is a tremendous mechanism vital
for sustaining life on earth in diverse ways. such as providing for
evaporation. transportation. preciprtation and run-off of the water of the
earth in a never ending cycle. Isaiah 55: 1O. 11: Ecclesiastes 1:6. and all
describe such cycle with fine accuracy.

Genesis I: 15 and Psalm 19:6 give us a clue to part of what Geology
entails by recognizing the fact that all the energy needed for the
maintenance of geological and other processes must originally be supplied
by the sun.

Isaiah 40: 12 is an indication for the foundation of geophysics,
which is the basic Principle of Isostasy (which mean equal weights). The
passage speaks of God "weighing the mountains in scales, and the hills in
a balance". Here. the pre-eminent importance of gravitational forces in
geophysical calculations can easily be inferred.
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Th science of physiology can addttionally b understood as
stressed in the wonderful Biblical assertions of Leviticus 17: II that "the
life of the fle h is in the blood" while such scriptural passages as Proverbs
16:24 and I, :2~ emphasized the much needed truth of psycho-therapy,

Sir.lllarly, if adequately examined, one could discover that, basic
principle. about the sciences of archaeology. anthropology, medicine,
taxonomy and others are revealed, in the scriptures. All these, thus,
implied that. the Bible i for the Christians the textbook of science and of
all knowledge I".

L'Jnclusion and Recommendations

From the aforementioned, it could be rightly said that, science
and religion can interact genuinely in a mutually constructive way, with
each offering something of intellectual value to the other for humanity. As
such the many areas where science has offered help to religion can be
identified. For instance, there are modem inventions and discoveries
today. Publishing houses now has series of modem printing machines to
produce religious books which in turn help to improve man's progress in
religion. Religious teachers and preachers now also have easy access to
computers. telephones, CDs and even internet. The task of preaching by
ministers become easier as the message tend to travel faster than where.
vehicles could even get to. This in turn will facilitate wider coverage of
their messages. This indicates that science and religion should not be
separated, Both are after the total well being of man. Thus the two
disciplines should be compulsorily taught at all levels of education, so
that students either Christian or Muslim from the very beginning will
learn to appreciate God the more in all scientific discoveries.

In all, the relationship between religion and science today is a
welcome one, in which there is respect and sense of mutual complement.
A situation practically demonstrated by American astronauts when they
effected the first' landing on the moon by reading Genesis 1:28 and God
blessed them ... This showed that science and its results are part of God's
overall design and fulfillment of his mfuction".
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